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Learning journey started in 2017
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5 international workshops

**Basque Country**
Advanced Manufacturing policy mix

**Wales**
Evaluating policy mixes

**Piedmont**
Action-oriented evaluation

**Brussels**
Evaluation management

**Lithuania**
Monitoring & evaluation
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Complete learning process

3 peer reviews
Basque Country, Lithuania & Wales

Additional study visit about industry 4.0
Welsh delegation to Basque Country

Benchmarking study
Identifying good practices for innovation policy mixes evaluation
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10 good practices reported:
4 about evaluation & monitoring and 6 about instruments
Results (I)

Changes related to evaluation

• Improvement of the S3 monitoring and evaluation system of Piedmont’s Smart Specialisation Strategy (RIS3).

• Improvement of the evaluation and monitoring system of the Basque RIS3 (Science, Technology & Innovation Plan).

• Expected improvement of the Basque soft loan programme to support industrial investments to introduce innovations in SMEs (Gauzatu Industria).
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Results (II)

Changes related to the policy mix, including new practices and instruments

• Development of an Industry 4.0 diagnostic and benchmarking to deploy new instruments in Industry 4.0.

• Modification of the financial conditions of the main Advanced Manufacturing subsidy programmes of Lithuania to increase applications and funded projects.

• Expected improvement of the main business R&D subsidy programme in Basque Country (Hazitek) to better support strategic projects.
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Will contribute to increase the effect and the efficiency

European Union

European Regional Development Fund
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Some figures

• In Wales, 256 innovation projects have already been supported with a value of £28.5M.

• In Lithuania, high-tech and disruptive Advanced Manufacturing projects supported increased to 8.

• 122 of people increased professional capacity due to their participation in interregional cooperation activities.
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Other outcomes: deeper interregional collaboration